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Abstract
The random-cluster (FK) model is a key tool for the study of phase transitions and for the design of
efficient Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling algorithms for the Ising/Potts model. It is
well-known that in the high-temperature region β < βc(q) of the q-state Ising/Potts model on an
n×n box Λn of the integer lattice Z2, spin correlations decay exponentially fast; this property holds
even arbitrarily close to the boundary of Λn and uniformly over all boundary conditions. A direct
consequence of this property is that the corresponding single-site update Markov chain, known as the
Glauber dynamics, mixes in optimal O(n2 logn) steps on Λn for all choices of boundary conditions.
We study the effect of boundary conditions on the FK-dynamics, the analogous Glauber dynamics
for the random-cluster model.

On Λn the random-cluster model with parameters (p, q) has a sharp phase transition at p = pc(q).
Unlike the Ising/Potts model, the random-cluster model has non-local interactions which can be
forced by boundary conditions: external wirings of boundary vertices of Λn. We consider the broad
and natural class of boundary conditions that are realizable as a configuration on Z2 \ Λn. Such
boundary conditions can have many macroscopic wirings and impose long-range correlations even
at very high temperatures (p � pc(q)). In this paper, we prove that when q > 1 and p 6= pc(q)
the mixing time of the FK-dynamics is polynomial in n for every realizable boundary condition.
Previously, for boundary conditions that do not carry long-range information (namely wired and
free), Blanca and Sinclair (2017) had proved that the FK-dynamics in the same setting mixes in
optimal O(n2 logn) time. To illustrate the difficulties introduced by general boundary conditions, we
also construct a class of non-realizable boundary conditions that induce slow (stretched-exponential)
convergence at high temperatures.
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1 Introduction

Statistical physics models are designed to study physical phase transitions where a small
change in a parameter which controls the local interactions, such as temperature, causes
abrupt changes in the macroscopic behavior of the system. Phase transitions are captured
by the onset of long-range correlations between vertices in the underlying graph, the infinite
2-dimensional integer lattice graph Z2 being a widely considered example. These long-range
correlations manifest in the asymptotic effect of “boundary conditions” in large finite volumes.
For example, if we take an n× n box Λn of Z2 and fix a configuration on the boundary of
this box, as we formalize momentarily, this fixed boundary condition may affect the static
(equilibrium state) and dynamic (approach to equilibrium) properties of the system.

The most notable and well-studied statistical physics model is the Ising/Potts model of
ferromagnetism. The (ferromagnetic) Ising/Potts model on a (finite) graph, say the n× n
box Λn ⊂ Z2 with nearest-neighbor edges E(Λn), is defined on the set of spin assignments
{1, . . . , q}Λn . The probability of a configuration σ ∈ {1, . . . , q}Λn in the associated Gibbs
distribution µΛn

is proportional to exp(βH(σ)), where H(σ) is the number of edges of Λn
whose endpoints are assigned the same spin in σ; the parameter β > 0 corresponds to the
inverse temperature and controls the strength of the nearest-neighbor interactions.

An Ising/Potts boundary condition τ is a fixed assignment of spins to ∂Λn, the (inner)
boundary of Λn; i.e., those vertices in Λn that are adjacent to vertices in Z2 \Λn. The Gibbs
distribution on Λn conditioned on the fixed assignment τ to ∂Λn, denoted µτΛn

, is used for
example to define the infinite Ising/Potts Gibbs measures on Z2. These are obtained as the
limits of the distributions on finite boxes for distinct boundary conditions τ ; i.e, limn→∞ µτΛn

for different τ .
On Z2, it is known that the Ising/Potts model undergoes a sharp phase transition at

a critical point β = βc(q) = ln(1 +√q) [31, 2]. This phase transition marks the onset of
long-range correlations and can also be understood as a transition in the number of (unique
vs. multiple) infinite-volume Gibbs measures. In finite regions of Z2 such as Λn, this phase
transition corresponds to whether an arbitrary boundary condition τ on ∂Λn may have
macroscopic effects on the Gibbs distribution. For instance, in the low-temperature region
β > βc(q), if τ is the all “1” configuration on ∂Λn, the spins of all vertices, even those near
the center of Λn will prefer the spin “1” and thus align with the boundary. In contrast,
in the high-temperature region β < βc(q), there is exponential decay (with distance) of
spin correlations: crucially this holds uniformly over all boundary conditions and over all
vertices (i.e., even for those near the boundary); this property is known as strong spatial
mixing (SSM).

This phase transition also exhibits itself in the dynamic properties of the system, e.g.,
through the speed of convergence to stationarity of natural Markov chains for the Ising/Potts
model. The classical Glauber dynamics, for example, which in each step updates the spin of
a random vertex according to the spins of its neighbors, is known to converge in Θ(n2 logn)
steps when β < βc(q) [28, 8, 2, 1]; this bound relies on the SSM property described above
and, as such, it holds for every fixed boundary condition. In contrast, when β > βc(q)
the speed of convergence of the Glauber dynamics is expected to depend crucially on the
boundary condition and understanding its behavior for general boundaries is a long-standing
open problem. At the moment, it is known that Glauber dynamics requires exponentially
(in n) many steps to converge for free (no boundary) and periodic (toroidal) boundary
conditions [34, 7, 16] and, in the special case of the Ising model (q = 2), sub-exponentially
many steps for uniform (e.g., all “1”) boundaries [25, 29].
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Our focus here is the random-cluster (FK) model [13], which is a random graph model
intimately connected to the Ising/Potts model. Indeed, it has been central to the study of
the Ising/Potts phase transition (see, e.g., the recent breakthroughs on Z2 [2, 12, 11]) and
plays an indispensable role in the design of efficient Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
algorithms for the Ising/Potts model (e.g., the Swendsen-Wang dynamics [33, 22]). We study
the effects of boundary conditions on Λn on the speed of convergence of the FK-dynamics,
the analog of the Ising/Potts Glauber dynamics for the random-cluster model. Despite the
close connection between these models, the boundary effects are fundamentally different.
Whereas the SSM property of the Ising/Potts model at β < βc(q) is uniform over the choice
of boundary condition, in the random-cluster setting, SSM is limited to only a few select
choices of boundary conditions.

We seek to understand the dynamics in situations where spatial mixing is destroyed
near the boundary by the boundary condition. First we establish that for all realizable FK
boundary conditions (those which are consistent with the planarity of Z2), the FK-dynamics
converges in polynomially many (in n) steps, both at high and low temperatures. To
illustrate the difficulties introduced by general boundary conditions, we also construct a class
of non-realizable boundary conditions that induce slow (stretched-exponential) convergence
at high temperatures.

The random-cluster model. For a graph G = (V,E) and parameters p ∈ (0, 1) and q > 0,
random-cluster configurations are subsets of edges in Ω = {S ⊆ E}, with the probability of
S ⊂ E given by

πG,p,q(S) = 1
Z
p|S|(1− p)|E\S|qc(S) , (1)

where c(S) is the number of connected components (including isolated vertices) in the
subgraph (V, S), and Z = ZG,p,q is the normalizing constant that makes πG,p,q a probability
measure.

For integer q ≥ 2 connectivities in the random-cluster model correspond to spin cor-
relations in the Ising/Potts setting, and it is consequently viewed as a generalization of
the ferromagnetic Ising/Potts model to non-integer values of q. The random-cluster model,
however, is not a spin system in the usual sense, as the weight of a configuration S is not a
function of local interactions between edges in G, but instead of global connectivity properties.
This non-local structure is a crucial feature of the model but significantly complicates its
analysis; for example, it allows boundary conditions to induce long-range connections in G.

We consider the random-cluster model on the n × n box Λn of Z2, where, for q ≥ 1,
the model is also known to exhibit a phase transition corresponding to the emergence of
long-range correlations in the form of large connected components [2]. That is, there exists
a critical value p = pc(q) = √q/(√q + 1) such that, with high probability, when p < pc(q)
all connected components are of size O(logn) whereas when p > pc(q) there exists a “giant”
component of size Θ(n2) [2].

A random-cluster boundary condition ξ on ∂Λn is a partition {ξ1, ξ2, ...} of the boundary
vertices such that all vertices in ξi are connected via “ghost” (or external) wirings; these
connections are considered in the counting of c(S) in (1) and can therefore impose highly
non-local interactions. Of particular interest are boundary conditions where the partition is
induced by the connectivity components of a random-cluster configuration on E(Z2) \E(Λn).
We call such boundary conditions realizable. In fact, many works, including the standard
text [21], often restrict attention to realizable boundary conditions, but non-realizable
boundary conditions are still relevant in some cases.

APPROX/RANDOM 2019
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The FK-dynamics. In this paper we study the mixing time of the FK-dynamics in the
presence of boundary conditions. (The mixing time is the number of steps until a Markov chain
is close to its stationary distribution in total variation distance, starting from the worst possible
initial configuration.) For a configuration St ⊆ E(Λn), a transition St → St+1 ⊆ E(Λn) of
the FK-dynamics is defined as follows:
1. Choose an edge e ∈ E(Λn) uniformly at random;
2. let St+1 = St ∪ {e} with probability

πΛn,p,q(St ∪ {e})
πΛn,p,q(St ∪ {e}) + πΛn,p,q(St \ {e})

=
{

p
q(1−p)+p if e is a “cut-edge” in (Λn, St);
p otherwise;

3. else let St+1 = St \ {e}.
We say e is a cut-edge in (Λn, St) if the number of connected components in St ∪ {e} and
St \ {e} differ. Under a boundary condition ξ, the property of e being a cut-edge is defined
with respect to the augmented graph (Λn, Sξt ). The FK-dynamics converges to (1) by
construction, and we study its mixing time. We say the dynamics is rapidly mixing if the
mixing time is polynomial in |V |, and torpidly mixing when the mixing time is exponential
in |V |ε for some ε > 0.

Results. The FK-dynamics is quite powerful since it is known to mix in Θ(n2 logn) steps
for all q > 1 both at high and low temperatures (i.e., for all p 6= pc(q)) for certain “nice”
boundary conditions that do not carry information about random-cluster connectivities in
non-local ways: namely, configurations in different regions of Λn do not interact through
these boundaries [5]. (In comparison, the Ising/Potts Glauber dynamics is torpidly mixing
in the low-temperature regime.) Specifically, the tight mixing time bound in [5] holds under
boundary conditions that are free (no boundary condition), wired (all boundary vertices are
connected to one another) or periodic (the torus). More recently, [15] examined the cutoff
phenomenon in the FK-dynamics at p � pc(q); they also restricted attention to periodic
boundaries. At the critical p = pc(q) the FK-dynamics may exhibit torpid mixing depending
on the “order” (i.e., the continuity) of the phase transition [16, 18]; notably, when q � 1 and
p = pc(q), the mixing time may be exponential or sub-exponential depending on the choice
of boundary conditions [17].

The stability of the FK-dynamics to the choice of boundary conditions remained unclear
at p 6= pc(q); we show that the FK-dynamics is in fact rapidly mixing for all realizable
boundary conditions at p 6= pc(q).

I Theorem 1.1. For every q > 1, p 6= pc(q), there exists a constant C > 0 such that the
mixing time of the FK-dynamics on the n × n box Λn ⊂ Z2 with any realizable boundary
condition is O(nC).

We pause to comment on the proof of Theorem 1.1. The proofs of fast mixing when
p 6= pc(q) have relied crucially on a strong spatial mixing property, which in the random-
cluster model would say that correlations between edges (even near ∂Λn) decay exponentially
in the graph distance between them. It is easy to construct examples of realizable boundary
conditions where this correlation does not decay at all, even if p� pc(q), as the boundary
can enforce long-range interactions. Since the exponential decay of correlations does hold for
edges at distance Θ(logn) away from ∂Λn, we are able to reduce the proof of Theorem 1.1 to
proving a polynomial upper bound for the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on thin rectangles
of dimension n×Θ(logn) with realizable boundary conditions. This reduction is a byproduct
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of a more general framework we describe in Section 3 for deriving mixing time estimates
from spatial mixing properties. The analysis of the FK-dynamics on thin rectangles is then
the key technical challenge for us; see Theorem 4.1 and Section 4.1 for a detailed outline of
its proof and the novelties therein.

Theorem 1.1 shows a polynomial upper bound on the mixing time, uniformly over all
realizable boundary conditions. Utilizing this theorem we can prove near-optimal Õ(n2)
mixing time for “typical” boundaries. The notion of typicality should be understood as
with high probability under some distribution over realizable boundary conditions, with a
natural choice being the marginal of the infinite-volume random-cluster measure πZ2,p,q on
E(Z2) \ E(Λn) (when p 6= pc(q) this measure is unique: see [21]).

I Theorem 1.2. Let q > 1, p 6= pc(q) and suppose ω is a random-cluster configuration
sampled from πZ2,p,q. Let ξω be the boundary condition on ∂Λn induced by the edges of ω in
Z2 \ Λn. Then, there exists a constant C > 0 such that with probability 1− o(1) the mixing
time of the FK-dynamics on the n× n box Λn with boundary condition ξω is O(n2(logn)C).

The proof of Theorem 1.2 uses Theorem 1.1 in a crucial way. Typical boundary conditions
do not exhibit the strong spatial mixing property from [5]; however, for such boundary
conditions we are able to prove that correlations between edges near the boundary decay
exponentially in their graph distance divided by a Θ(logn) factor. Using this spatial mixing
bound, together with the aforementioned general framework in Section 3, we reduce bounding
the mixing time on Λn with typical boundaries to bounding the mixing time on Θ((logn)2)×
Θ((logn)2) rectangles with arbitrary realizable boundary conditions. Theorem 1.1 implies that
the mixing time of the FK-dynamics in these smaller rectangles is at most poly-logarithmic
in n. Similar classes of typical boundary conditions were considered in [18] at p = pc(q).

Given that our rapid mixing result for realizable boundaries relies heavily on the planarity
of the boundary connections in Z2 \ Λn, one may wonder whether rapid mixing holds for all
possible FK boundary conditions (including those not realizable as configurations on Z2 \Λn).
We answer this in the negative, showing that there exist (non-realizable) boundaries for which
the FK-dynamics is torpidly mixing even while p 6= pc(q). In fact, this torpid mixing holds
at p� pc(q), which may sound especially surprising as correlations in the Gibbs measure
πΛn,p,q die off faster as p decreases.

I Theorem 1.3. Let q > 2. For every α ∈ (0, 1
2 ] and λ > 0 there exists a boundary condition

ξ, such that when p = λn−α the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on the n× n box Λn with
boundary condition ξ is exp(Ω(nα)).

Our proof of this theorem is constructive: we take any graph G on m edges for which
torpid mixing of the FK-dynamics is known at some value of p(m) < pc(q) and show how to
embed G into the boundary of Λn. We then develop a procedure to transfer mixing time
bounds from G to Λn. The high-level idea is that for sufficiently small p(m) the effect of the
configuration away from the boundary is negligible, and the mixing time of the FK-dynamics
on G completely governs the mixing time of FK-dynamics near the boundary ∂Λn. Therefore,
we can use known torpid mixing results for the mean-field random-cluster model (the case
where G is the complete graph) in its critical window at q > 2 [20, 4, 14, 19].

We remark that the requirement q > 2 appears to be sharp for Theorem 1.3, since it was
recently shown that the mixing time of FK-dynamics when q = 2 is at most polynomial in
the number of vertices on any graph and at every p ∈ (0, 1) [22]. It is expected that this
rapid mixing holds for all q ≤ 2. We believe that our torpid mixing result may extend to
small, but Ω(1) values of p < pc(q), though our current proof does not allow for this. In
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principle, one would want to embed a bounded degree graph into ∂Λn, so that the value of
p at which it exhibits slow mixing is Ω(1). There are already several examples of bounded
degree graphs where torpid mixing is known [10, 6, 7, 16, 17].

Finally, we remark that by slight adaptations of the comparison results in [35, 36, 4], our
theorems translate (up to polynomial factors in n) to bounds for the mixing times of popular
non-local dynamics like the Chayes-Machta dynamics [9] and the Swendsen-Wang dynamics
on FK configurations [35, 36, 4].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define various preliminary notions
that are used in our proofs. In Section 3, we introduce a general framework to deduce mixing
time estimates on Λn from spatial and local mixing properties. We then present our key
rapid mixing result for thin rectangles (Theorem 4.1) in Section 4, before completing the
proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 5. The proofs from Section 4 are deferred to Section 6, and
those of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 are included in the full manuscript [3].

2 Preliminaries: the random-cluster model in Z2

In this section we introduce a number of definitions, notation, and background results that
we will refer to repeatedly. More details and proofs can be found in the books [21, 24].
We will be considering the random-cluster model on rectangular subsets of Z2 of the form
Λn,l = {0, ..., n} × {0, ..., l} = [[0, n]]× [[0, l]] . When n = l, we use Λn for Λn,n. For simplicity,
in this preliminary section we shall focus on the n = l case, but everything stated here holds
more generally for rectangular subsets with n 6= l.

Abusing notation, we will also use Λn for the graph (Λn, E(Λn)) where E(Λn) consists
of all nearest neighbor pairs of vertices in Λn. We denote by ∂Λn the (inner) boundary of
Λn; that is the vertex set consisting of all vertices in Λn adjacent to vertices in Z2 \ Λn. A
boundary condition ξ of Λn is a partition of the vertices in ∂Λn. When u, v ∈ ∂Λn are in
the same element of ξ, we say that they are wired in ξ. If there exists a random-cluster
configuration ω on E(Z2) \ E(Λn) such that u, v ∈ ∂Λn are connected in ω if and only if
they are wired in ξ, we say that the boundary condition ξ is realizable.

For p ∈ (0, 1) and q > 0, the random-cluster model on Λn with boundary conditions ξ is
the probability measure πξΛn,p,q

over the subsets S ⊆ E(Λn) given by (1) with the qc(S) term
replaced by qc(S;ξ), where c(S; ξ) corresponds to the number of connected components in the
augmented graph (Λn, Sξ) and Sξ adds auxiliary edges between all pairs of vertices in ∂Λn
that are in the same element of ξ. Every random-cluster configuration S ⊆ E(Λn), can be
identified with some ω : E(Λn) → {0, 1} via ω(e) = 1 if e ∈ S (e is open) and ω(e) = 0 if
e /∈ S (e is closed). We sometimes interchange vertex sets with the subgraph they induce;
e.g., the random-cluster configuration on a set B ⊂ Z2 corresponds to the configuration in
the subgraph induced by B. We omit the subscripts p, q when understood from context.

Exponential decay of connectivities (EDC). A consequence of the results in [1, 2] is that
for every q > 1 and p < pc(q), there is a c = c(p, q) > 0 such that for every boundary
condition ξ and all u, v ∈ Λn,

πξΛn,p,q
(u Λn←→ v) ≤ e−cd(u,v) , (2)

where d(u, v) is the graph distance between u, v in Z2 and u Λn←→ v denotes that there is an
open path between u and v in the FK configuration on E(Λn) (not using the connections of ξ).
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Monotonicity. Define a partial order over boundary conditions by ξ ≤ η if the partition
corresponding to ξ is finer than that of η. The extremal boundary conditions then, are the
free boundary where ξ = {{v} : v ∈ ∂Λn}, which we denote by ξ = 0, and the wired boundary
where ξ = {∂Λn}, denoted by ξ = 1. When q > 1, the random-cluster model satisfies the
following monotonicity in boundary conditions: if ξ, η are two boundary conditions on ∂Λn
with ξ ≤ η, then πξΛn

� πηΛn
, which is to say that πηΛn

stochastically dominates πξΛn
with

respect to the natural partial order on FK configurations.

Planar duality. Let Λ∗n = (Λ∗n, E(Λ∗n)) denote the planar dual of Λn. That is, Λ∗n corresponds
to the set of faces of Λn, and for each e ∈ E(Λn), there is a dual edge e∗ ∈ E(Λ∗n) connecting
the two faces bordering e. The random-cluster distribution satisfies πΛn,p,q(S) = πΛ∗n,p∗,q(S

∗),
where S∗ is the dual configuration to S ⊆ E (i.e., e∗ ∈ S∗ iff e 6∈ S), and p∗ = q(1−p)/(q(1−
p) + p). Notice that the infinite graph Z2 is isomorphic to its dual. The unique value of
p satisfying p = p∗, denoted psd(q), is called the self-dual point and [2] established that
pc(q) = psd(q); recall that pc(q) is the critical point for the phase transition in Z2.

Mixing time and spectral gap. Consider an ergodic (i.e., irreducible and aperiodic) Markov
chainM with finite state space Ω, transition matrix P and stationary distribution µ. The
mixing time ofM is given by tmix := tmix(1/4), where tmix(ε) = min{t : maxX0∈Ω ‖P t(X0, ·)−
µ‖tv ≤ ε} and ‖ · ‖tv denotes total-variation distance. For any positive ε < 1/2, we have
tmix(ε) ≤ dlog2 ε

−1e tmix. We use tmix(Λξn) to denote the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on
Λn ⊂ Z2 with boundary condition ξ. If P is irreducible and reversible with respect to µ, then
it has real eigenvalues 1 = λ1 > λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ|Ω| ≥ −1. The spectral gap of P is defined by
gap(P ) = 1−max{|λ2|, |λ|Ω||}, and the inverse of the spectral gap captures the mixing time
up to a O(log(µ−1

min)) factor, where µmin := minω∈Ω µ(ω). For the various dynamics consider
in this paper this factor is poly(n).

FK-dynamics and duality. Each run of the FK-dynamics on Λn, with realizable boundary
conditions ξ and parameters p, q, determines a valid run of the FK-dynamics on the dual
graph Λ∗n with boundary conditions ξ∗ and parameters p∗, q. (Simply identify the FK
configuration in each step with its dual configuration; it can be straightforwardly verified that
the transitions of the FK-dynamics on the dual graph occur with the correct probabilities.)
Hence, the two dynamics have the same mixing times.

I Remark 2.1. The edge-set of the dual graph Λ∗n is not exactly in correspondence with the
edge-set of a rectangle Λ∗ = {− 1

2 , ..., n+ 1
2}×{−

1
2 , ..., n+ 1

2} as it does not include any edges
that are between boundary vertices of Λ∗. All the proofs in the paper carry through, only
with the natural minor geometric modifications, to the case of rectangles Λn with modified
edge-set that only contains edges edges with at least one endpoint in Λn \ ∂Λn. The dual
of this modified graph is then a (n− 1)× (n− 1) rectangle with all nearest-neighbor edges.
With these considerations, it often suffices for us to prove our theorems for p < pc(q). For
example, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 1.1 for p < pc(q).

3 Mixing time upper bounds: a general framework

In this section we introduce a general framework for bounding the mixing time of the
FK-dynamics on Λn = (Λn, E(Λn)) by its mixing times on certain smaller subsets. In [5] it
was shown that a strong form of spatial mixing (encoding exponential decay of correlations
uniformly over subsets of Λn) implies optimal mixing of the FK-dynamics. However, this
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notion, known as strong spatial mixing (SSM) and described in Remark 3.2, does not hold
for many boundary conditions for which fast mixing of the FK-dynamics is still expected. To
circumvent this, we introduce a weaker notion, which we call moderate spatial mixing (MSM).

We introduce some notation first. For a set R ⊆ Λn, let E(R) ⊆ En be the set of
edges of E(Λn) with both endpoints in R. We will denote by Rc the vertex set Λn \R and
by Ec(R) the edge-complement of R; i.e., Ec(R) := E(Λn) \ E(R). For a configuration
ω : E(Λn)→ {0, 1}, we will use ω(R), or alternatively ω(E(R)), for the configuration of ω
on E(R). With a slight abuse of notation, for an edge set F ⊆ E(Λn), we use {F = ω} for
the event that the configuration on F is given by ω; when ω is the all free or the all wired
configuration, we simply use {F = 0} and {F = 1}, respectively.

I Definition 3.1. Let B = {B1, B2, . . . , Bk} be a collection of subsets of Λn = (Λn, E(Λn))
and let ξ be a boundary condition on Λn. We say that moderate spatial mixing (MSM) holds
on Λn for ξ, B and δ > 0 if for all e ∈ E(Λn), there exists Bj ∈ B such that∣∣∣πξΛn,p,q

( e = 1 | E(Bcj ) = 1 )− πξΛn,p,q
( e = 1 | E(Bcj ) = 0 )

∣∣∣ ≤ δ . (3)

In words, MSM holds for B if for every edge e ∈ E(Λn) we can find Bj such that e ∈ Bj and
the “influence” of the configuration on Λn \Bj on the state of e is bounded by δ.
I Remark 3.2. SSM as defined in [5] holds when

MSM holds for a specific sequence of collections of subsets: if Br is the set of subsets
containing all the square boxes of side length 2r centered at each e ∈ E(Λn) (intersected
with E(Λn)), then SSM holds if MSM holds for Br for every r ≥ 1 with δ = exp(−Ω(r)).
MSM does not capture the fast mixing of the FK-dynamics the way SSM does; it is easy to
find collections of subsets for which MSM holds for all boundary conditions, including those
boundary conditions for which we later prove slow mixing (Theorem 1.3). However, if, for a
collection B = {B1, . . . , Bk}, we also bound the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on every
Bj , we can deduce a mixing time bound for the FK-dynamics on Λn. Let tmix(Bτ ) denote
the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on B ⊆ Λn with boundary condition τ .

I Definition 3.3. Let B = {B1, B2, . . . , Bk} be a collection of subsets of Λn = (Λn, E(Λn))
and let ξ be a boundary condition on Λn. We say that local mixing (LM) holds for B and
T > 0, if

tmix
(
B

(1,ξ)
j

)
≤ T and tmix

(
B

(0,ξ)
j

)
≤ T for all j = 1, ..., k

where (1, ξ) (resp., (0, ξ)) denotes the boundary condition on Bj induced by the event
{E(Bcj ) = 1} (resp. {E(Bcj ) = 0}) and the boundary condition ξ.

I Remark 3.4. When Bj ∩ ∂Λn = ∅, (1, ξ) and (0, ξ) are simply the wired and free boundary
condition on Bj , respectively. When Bj ∩ ∂Λn 6= ∅, ξ could also induce some connections in
(1, ξ) and (0, ξ).
Our next theorem, roughly speaking, establishes the following implication:

MSM + LM =⇒ upper bound for mixing time of FK-dynamics,

with the quality of the bound depending on the T for which LM holds. A similar (and
inspiring) implication for the Glauber dynamics of the Ising model in graphs of bounded
degree was established by Mossel and Sly in [30]; there, the notion of MSM is replaced by a
form of spatial mixing which is stronger than SSM. The proof of this theorem is provided in
the full version of this paper [3].

I Theorem 3.5. Let ξ be a boundary condition on Λn = (Λn, E(Λn)) and let B = {B1, B2, . . . ,

Bk} with Bj ⊂ Λn for all j = 1, . . . , k. If for ξ and B, moderate spatial mixing holds for some
δ ≤ 1/(12|E(Λn)|) and local mixing holds for some T > 0, then tmix(Λξn) = O(Tn2 logn).
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Bw
Be

(a)

R1
R2 R2

(b)

a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6

(c)

Figure 1 (a) A boundary condition for which no configuration in Bw ∩Be isolates Bw \Be from
Be \ Bw. (b) A boundary condition ξ where every pair of overlapping rectangles must interact
through ξ; the two groups of rectangles R1, R2 do not interact through ξ. (c) A boundary condition
with disconnecting intervals: [[a1, a4]] of free-type; [[a1, a2]], [[a3, a4]], [[a0, a6]] of free-wired-type; and
[[a0, a5]], [[a5, a6]] of wired-type.

4 Fast mixing on thin rectangles

The main difficulty in proving Theorem 1.1 using the general framework from Section 3
is obtaining mixing time estimates for the FK-dynamics on thin rectangles of dimension
Θ(n)×Θ(logn) with realizable boundary conditions. To motivate this we notice that in Λn,
when p 6= pc(q), the influence of the boundary condition is lost with high probability at a
distance Θ(logn) from ∂Λn. (This is a consequence of the EDC property when p < pc(q),
or the corresponding dual property when p > pc(q).) Consequently, the main challenge
will be to establish the mixing time of the FK-dynamics in the annulus of width Θ(logn)
with realizable boundary conditions on the outside. The key ingredient in the proof of
Theorem 1.1 will be the following mixing time estimate on thin rectangles. For an n × l
rectangle Λn,l = [[0, n]]× [[0, l]], let ∂nΛn,l, ∂eΛn,l, ∂sΛn,l and ∂wΛn,l denote its north, east,
south and west boundaries respectively.

I Theorem 4.1. Consider Λn,l = (Λn,l, E(Λn,l)) for l ≤ n with an arbitrary realizable
boundary condition ξ that is either free or wired on ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l ∪ ∂sΛn,l. Then, for every
q > 1 and p 6= pc(q), the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on Λn,l is at most exp(O(l+logn)).

When l = O(logn), this implies the mixing time is nO(1), which will be the setting of interest
in our proofs. Moreover, we note that it suffices to prove Theorem 4.1 for the set of realizable
boundary conditions ξ that are free on ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l ∪ ∂sΛn,l for all p 6= pc(q), as the set
of boundary conditions dual to these are exactly the set of realizable boundary conditions
that are wired on ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l ∪ ∂sΛn,l; see Remark 2.1.

4.1 Proof of Theorem 4.1
Remarks about previous methods. To motivate our proof approach, we first mention some
obstructions that FK boundary conditions present if we tried to adapt methods for the
analogous problems in the context of spin systems. A traditional technique to proving mixing
time bounds for thin rectangles is the canonical paths method ([26, 27, 23, 32]), which gives
an upper bound that is exponential in the shorter side length; however, this approach relies
on bounding the cut-width of Λn,l which can be significantly distorted in the augmented
graph Λξn,l by the FK boundary conditions ξ.

A sharper technique is an inductive scheme [8, 27, 18], whereby, the mixing time of
the FK-dynamics on the rectangle Λn×l is bounded by the mixing times in two smaller
(overlapping) rectangular subsets, e.g., the left two-thirds Bw = [[0, 2

3n]] × [[0, l]] and the
right two-thirds Be = [[ 1

3n, n]]× [[0, l]]; see Figure 1(a). This approach requires bounding the
spectral gap of a block dynamics, whose updates consist of resampling the configuration on a
random block Bi ∈ {Bw, Be} from πξΛn,l

conditional on the configuration on Ec(Bi).
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It follows from classical results that the spectral gap of the FK-dynamics on Λn,l is
bounded from below by the spectral of the block dynamics times the worst spectral gap
of the FK-dynamics in any block Bi, assuming a worst-case configuration on Ec(Bi); see,
e.g., Proposition 3.4 in [27]. With the choice of blocks Bw, Be, applying this recursively, the
spectral gap of the FK-dynamics on Λn,l is bounded from below by the gap of the block
dynamics raised to a Θ(logn) power. Therefore, establishing Theorem 4.1 requires an Ω(1)
lower bound on the spectral gap of the block dynamics.

The spectral gap of the block dynamics is typically bounded by showing that after the
first block update in either Bw or Be, the configuration in Bw ∩Be disconnects the influence
of the configuration on Bw \Be from Be \Bw with probability Ω(1). This would then allow
a standard coupling argument to lower bound the spectral gap by Ω(1). In the presence of
long-range boundary connections, however, it could be that no configuration on Bw ∩ Be
would disconnect the two sides from one another and facilitate coupling; see Figure 1(b) for
such an example. As such, our choices of blocks will depend on the boundary conditions
and will be chosen to allow for the block dynamics to couple in O(1) time, while ensuring
that the blocks are still at most a fraction of the size of the original rectangle, so that after
O(logn) recursive steps we arrive at a sufficiently small base scale.

Definitions and main results for thin rectangles. As Figure 1(b) demonstrates, there are
realizable boundary conditions that would force the blocks for the block dynamics to not be
single rectangles, but rather unions of rectangular subsets of Λn,l of the form R = [[a, b]]× [[0, l]]
with 0 ≤ a < b ≤ n; for ease of notation, let [[a, b]]c = [[0, n]] \ [[a, b]]. Our recursive argument
will proceed instead on groups of rectangles.

IDefinition 4.2. Letm = C? log l where C? is a suitably large constant. A group of rectangles
R =

⋃N(R)
i=1 Ri is the union of N(R) disjoint rectangular subsets Ri = [[ai, bi]]× [[0, l]] of Λn,l

such that W (Ri) := bi − ai ≥ 2m for every i = 1, ..., N(R).

The requirement that the width W (Ri) of every constituent rectangle Ri is at least 2m, is
so that the interior of the Ri’s are can be isolated from the configuration on E(Λn,l) \ E(R).
Indeed, the constant C? is chosen so that C? > c−1 with c being the constant from the EDC
property (2).

We show that for every group of rectangle R there is a choice of two suitable blocks,
which in turn will be group of rectangles, for the block dynamics. By suitable we mean two
group of rectangles whose width are a constant fraction of that of R and that are sufficiently
isolated from one another in ξ; see Proposition 4.6. (The width of a group of rectangles
R =

⋃N(R)
i=1 Ri, denoted W (R), is simply the sum of the width of its constituent rectangles;

that is W (R) =
∑N(R)
i=1 W (Ri).)

For this, we introduce the key notions of disconnecting intervals of a boundary condition
ξ and compatibility of a group of rectangles R ⊂ Λn,l with ξ. These allow us to manage the
unwieldy interactions that may be induced by the realizable boundary condition ξ. Roughly
speaking, a disconnecting interval is a segment [[a, b]]× ` of ∂nΛn,l that has no interaction
through ξ with the remaining vertices in ∂nΛn,l.

I Definition 4.3. For a realizable boundary condition ξ on Λn,l that is free on ∂eΛn,l ∪
∂sΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l, an interval [[a, b]] ⊂ [[0, n]] is called disconnecting of
1. free-type: if there are no boundary connections in ξ between [[a, b]]× {l} and [[a, b]]c × {l}.
2. wired-type: if there is a boundary component in ξ that contains both vertices (a, l)

and (b, l).
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Observe that an interval can be both of free-type and of wired-type if (a, l) and (b, l)
are connected through ξ but are not connected to any boundary vertex in [[a, b]]c × [[0, l]];
in this case, we may refer to the interval as being of free-wired-type; see Figure 1(c) for
several examples.

We say a group of rectangles R is compatible with ξ if the boundary interactions between
the rectangular subsets of R are limited in the following way.

I Definition 4.4. Let R =
⋃N(R)
i=1 Ri be a group of rectangles with Ri = [[ai, bi]]× [[0, l]] and

a1 < b1 < . . . < aN(R) < bN(R). Let ξ be a realizable boundary condition on Λn,l that is free
on ∂sΛn,l ∪ ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l, and free in all vertices in ∂nΛn,l at distance at most m from
∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l.

We say R is compatible with ξ, if
1. Between every two consecutive rectangles Ri = [[ai, bi]]× [[0, l]] and Ri+1 = [[ai+1, bi+1]]×

[[0, l]] the interval [[bi −m, ai+1 +m]] is a disconnecting interval; and
2. The interval [[a1 +m, bN(R) −m]] is also a disconnecting interval.

It is clear from the definition that Λn,l is compatible with ξ: the first condition is vacuous,
while the second is satisfied by the additional assumption that all vertices a distance at
most m from ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l are free (i.e., they appear as singletons in the corresponding
boundary partition)

With the definition of group of rectangles, disconnecting intervals and compatibility in
hand, we can now design a “splitting” algorithm for picking two blocks Rint,Rext for the
block dynamics with the desired properties. The following lemma, proved in Section 6,
provides the basis of such an algorithm.

I Lemma 4.5. Let ξ be a realizable boundary condition on ∂Λn,l that is free on ∂sΛn,l ∪
∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l and free in all vertices in ∂nΛn,l at distance at most m from ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l.
For every group of rectangles R =

⋃N(R)
i=1 Ri compatible with ξ, with W (R) ≥ 100m, there

exists a disconnecting interval [[c?, d?]] such that (c?, l), (d?, l) ∈ ∂nR, are distance at least m
from the vertical sides

⋃N(R)
i=1 ∂wRi ∪ ∂eRi of R, and

1
4W (R) ≤W (R∩ ([[c?, d?]]× [[0, l]])) ≤ 3

4W (R) .

With the disconnecting interval [[c?, d?]] from Lemma 4.5, we define Aint = R∩ ([[c?, d?]]×
[[0, l]]) and Aext = R∩ ([[c?, d?]]c × [[0, l]]). Their enlargements by m will form the blocks Rint
and Rext:

Rint = R∩([[c?−m, d?+m]]× [[0, l]]) and Rext = R∩(([[0, c?+m]]∪ [[d?−m,n]])× [[0, l]]) ;

These sets are depicted in Figure 2(a)–(b). The requirement that the corners of [[c?, d?]]× [[0, l]]
are a distance at least m from the vertical sides of R is so that when we enlarge the sets
Aint,Aext by m, we do not overflow beyond the rectangles containing (c?, l) and (d?, l).
Crucially, our ability to pick disconnecting segments that satisfy this requirement is guaranteed
by the compatibility of R with ξ.

It follows from Lemma 4.5, and the definitions of disconnecting interval and compatibility,
that Rint and Rext have the following properties, which will facilitate our recursive argument
to prove Theorem 4.1.

I Proposition 4.6. If R is a group of rectangles compatible with ξ, and moreover, W (R) ≥
100m, then the sets Rint and Rext are groups of rectangles satisfying the following properties:
1. 1

5W (R) ≤W (Rint) ≤ 4
5W (R) and likewise 1

5W (R) ≤W (Rext) ≤ 4
5W (R);

2. Both Rint and Rext are compatible with ξ.
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Aint Aint
Aext Aext

(a)

Rint Rint

Rext Rext

(b)

Figure 2 (a) The cores Aint and Aext and (b) the blocks Rint and Rext. The blocks Rint and
Rext are the enlargements of Aint and Aext by exactly m, and are thus, themselves, groups of
rectangles.

Finally, we consider the spectral gap of the block dynamics {Xt} on R with blocks
B = {Rint,Rext}. In this case, {Xt} is the discrete-time Markov chain that in each step
picks i uniformly at random from {int,ext} and updates the configuration in E(Ri) with
a sample from the stationary distribution of the chain conditional on the configuration on
Ec(Ri). Let gap(Rζ ; B) be the spectral gap of this block dynamics on the group of rectangle
R with boundary condition ζ induced on R by ξ and a fixed random-cluster configuration
ωRc on Ec(R) = E(Λn,l) \ E(R); hence, we may identify ζ with the pair (ξ, ωRc).

I Lemma 4.7. Let ξ be a realizable boundary condition on ∂Λn,l that is free on ∂sΛn,l∪∂eΛn,l∪
∂wΛn,l and free on vertices in ∂nΛn,l at distance at most m from ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l. For every
q > 1 and p 6= pc(q), there exists K = K(p, q) ≥ 1 such that for every group of rectangles R
compatible with ξ, and every configuration ωRc on Ec(R), we have gap(R(ξ,ω(Rc)); B) ≥ K−1.

The proof of Lemma 4.7 is deferred to Section 6. We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Fix q > 1, p 6= pc(q) and Λn,l with a realizable boundary condition
ξ′ that is free on ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂sΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l. We modify ξ′ to a boundary condition ξ that is
also free on all vertices a distance at most m = C? log l from ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l at a cost of an
exponential in m factor in the mixing time of the FK-dynamics (see Lemma 2.3 in [3]). Let
ξ be the resulting realizable boundary condition.

Let R ⊂ Λn,l be a group of rectangles that is compatible with ξ and has W (R) = s for
100m ≤ s ≤ n. Let Rint and Rext be the group rectangles defined earlier and consider the
block dynamics with respect to these blocks. Recall that we use gap(Rζ) and gap(Rζ ; B)
for the spectral gaps of the FK-dynamics and the blocks dynamics with respect to B =
{Rint,Rext} respectively. As discussed earlier, for any boundary condition ζ = (ξ, ωcR),
Proposition 3.4 from [27] implies that for a suitable constant γ ∈ (0, 1)

gap
(
Rζ
)
≥ γ · gap

(
Rζ ; B

)
· min
i∈{int,ext}
ω∈Ω(Rc

i )

gap
(
R(ξ,ω)
i

)
≥ γ

K
· min
i∈{int,ext}
ω∈Ω(Rc

i )

gap
(
R(ξ,ω)
i

)
, (4)

where the second inequality follows from Lemma 4.7 and Ω(Rci ) is the set of FK configurations
on E(Rci ). Observe that Proposition 4.6 implies that max{W (Rint),W (Rext)} ≤ 4s/5.
Therefore, applying (4) O(logn) times, we deduce that gap(Rζ) ≥ exp(Ω(− logn))·gap(Rζ0

0 ),
where R0 is a group of rectangles with W (R0) ≤ 100m and ζ0 = (ξ, ω0) is an arbitrary
boundary condition for R0.

Finally, since |∂R0| = O(m+ l) = O(l), the lower bound for gap(Rζ0
0 ) follows from the

following crude argument. Observe that we can first modify the boundary condition ζ0 to
be all free on all of ∂R0, incurring a cost of a q−Ω(l) factor in the spectral gap; see Lemma
2.3 in [3]. The fast mixing result from [5] for the free boundary condition then implies that
gap(Rζ0

0 ) ≥ exp (−Ω(l)) and so the result follows. J
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e
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Figure 3 Subsets (a) Cne, Cnw, Cse, and Csw and (b) Rn, Re, Rw and Rs. (c) B(e, r) for two
edges e of Λn.

5 Polynomial mixing time for realizable boundary conditions

In this section we finalize the proof of Theorem 1.1 for p < pc(q) using the technology
introduced in Section 3; namely, we construct a collection of subsets B for which we can
establish LM and MSM; see Definitions 3.1–3.3. To establish LM we crucially use Theorem 4.1.
The results for p > pc(q) follow from the self-duality of the model and of realizable boundary
conditions, as explained in Section 2.

For general realizable boundary conditions, proving LM for a collection of subsets B for
which MSM holds is the main challenge. This is because, for MSM to hold for a collection
B for all realizable boundary conditions, a subset in B needs to contain Ω(n) edges. In
particular, some element of B must include most (or all) edges near ∂Λn, as otherwise it is
easy to construct examples of realizable boundary conditions for which MSM does not hold.
Thus, a trivial (exponential in the perimeter) upper bound for the mixing time on those
subsets with Ω(n) edges would be unhelpful, and we ought to use Theorem 4.1 instead.

We define a collection of blocks for which we can establish both LM and MSM. Let r ∈ N
and let Cne, Cnw, Cse, Csw ⊂ Λn be the four square boxes of side length 5r with a corner that
coincides with a corner of Λn; see Figure 3(a). Let Rn ⊂ Λn be the (n− 6r)× 2r rectangle
at distance 3r from both ∂wΛn, ∂eΛn whose top boundary is contained in ∂nΛn and let
Re, Rw, Rs be defined analogously; see Figure 3(b). Let R = Rn ∪Re ∪Rw ∪Rs. Now, for
e ∈ E(Λn), let B(e, r) ⊂ Λn be the set of vertices in the minimal square box around e such
that d({e},Λn \ B(e, r)) ≥ r. If d({e}, ∂Λn) > r, then B(e, r) is just a square box of side
length 2r + 1 centered at e; otherwise B(e, r) intersects ∂Λn; see Figure 3(c). Finally, let

Br = {Cne, Cnw, Cse, Csw, R} ∪ {B(e, r) : e ∈ E(Λn), d({e}, ∂Λn) > r}. (5)

We claim that LM holds for Br with r = Θ(logn) and T = O(nC) for some constant
C > 0.

I Theorem 5.1. Let q ≥ 1, p < pc(q) and r = c0 logn with c0 > 0 independent of n. There
exists a constant C > 0 such that LM holds for every realizable boundary condition ξ and Br
with T = O(nC).

The subsets B(e, r) in Br and the corner boxes Cne, Cnw, Cse and Csw are small enough that
crude bounds for their mixing times are sufficient. As mentioned earlier, the main challenge
for proving local mixing for Br is to derive a mixing time bound for R = Rn ∪Re ∪Rw ∪Rs
as it intersects the boundary of Λn and contains Ω(n) vertices. To establish such a bound
we rely on Theorem 4.1. In particular, we relate the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on R
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to that of the FK-dynamics on a single thin rectangle by concatenating the four rectangles
constituting R, one after another, such that the union of their outer boundaries make up the
northern boundary of the new rectangle.

The final ingredient of the proof is establishing MSM for the collection Br. We show
that MSM holds for Br with r = Θ(logn) for all realizable boundary conditions ξ where the
vertices in ∂Λn at distance 5r from the corners of Λn are free in ξ. This is sufficient since
any realizable boundary condition can be turned into a realizable boundary condition with
this property by simply removing all connections in ξ involving vertices near the corners of
Λn; this modification can change the mixing time of the FK-dynamics by a factor of at most
exp(O(r)); see Lemma 2.3 in [3].

I Theorem 5.2. Let q ≥ 1, p < pc(q) and r = c0 logn with c0 > 0 independent of n. Let ξ
be a realizable boundary condition with the property that every vertex v ∈ ∂Λn at distance at
most 5r from a corner of Λn is free in ξ. Then, for all sufficiently large c0 > 0, MSM holds
for ξ and Br with δ < 1/(12|E(Λn)|).

Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorems 3.5 and 5.1–5.2. Their proofs are found in the full
version [3].

6 Proofs from Section 4

We prove here the two key results from Section 4: Lemmas 4.5 and 4.7. We begin with the
proof of Lemma 4.5 which describes how to find an appropriate disconnecting interval for the
block dynamics in a group of rectangles R. The proof uses the following important geometric
observations regarding disconnecting intervals. For more details we refer to [3].

I Lemma 6.1. Let ξ be a realizable boundary condition on Λn,l that is free on ∂sΛn,l ∪
∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l and let a < b < c. If both [[a, b]] and [[b, c]] are disconnecting intervals of
wired-type, then so is [[a, c]]. If both [[a, b]] and [[b+1, c]] are disconnecting intervals of free-type,
then so is [[a, c]].

I Lemma 6.2. Let ξ be a realizable boundary condition on Λn,l that is free on ∂sΛn,l ∪
∂eΛn,l∪∂wΛn,l. Suppose there exist a < b < c < d such that [[a, c]] and [[b, d]] are disconnecting
intervals; then either both are of free-type or both are of wired-type. Moreover, if both are
1. of wired-type: then [[a, b]], [[b, c]], [[c, d]] and [[a, d]] are all disconnecting intervals of wired-

type.
2. of free-type: then [[a, b− 1]], [[b, c]], [[c+ 1, d]] and [[a, d]] are all disconnecting intervals of

free-type.

Proof of Lemma 4.5. We find a candidate disconnecting interval [[c, d]] with (c, l), (d, l) ∈
∂nR satisfying:

1
3W (R) ≤W (R∩ ([[c, d]]× [[0, l]])) ≤ 2

3W (R) . (6)

In the second part of the proof we show how to modify [[c, d]] to obtain a disconnecting
interval [[c?, d?]] with the added property that both (c?, l) and (d?, l) are distance at least m
from ∂‖R :=

⋃N(R)
i=1 ∂wRi ∪ ∂eRi.

If there exist vertices (x, l), (y, l) ∈ ∂nR such that 1
3W (R) ≤W (R∩ ([[x, y]]× [[0, l]])) ≤

2
3W (R) with (x, l) connected to (y, l) through ξ, then we take c = x, d = y and use
[[c, d]] = [[x, y]] as our candidate disconnecting interval. Suppose otherwise that there does not
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exist any such boundary connection: then every pair (x, l), (y, l) ∈ ∂nR connected through ξ
is such that

W (R∩ ([[x, y]]× [[0, l]])) < 1
3W (R) , or W (R∩ ([[x, y]]× [[0, l]])) > 2

3W (R) . (7)

If the latter holds, then there is a pair, say (x0, l), (y0, l) ∈ ∂nR, for which the latter holds
with a minimal width. Consequently, all other connections through ξ between vertices
(x1, l), (y1, l) ∈ ∂nR∩ ([[x0 + 1, y0 − 1]]× [[0, l]]) will be such that W (R∩ ([[x1, y1]]× [[0, l]])) <
1
3W (R) . We can then partition the vertices of ∂nR ∩ ([[x0 + 1, y0 − 1]] × {l}) into disjoint
disconnecting intervals of free-wired-type as follows:
1. Let ρ = {C1, . . . , Ck} be the partition of ∂nR∩ ([[x0 + 1, y0 − 1]]× {l}) induced by ξ;
2. For each Ci, consider the disconnecting interval Li of free-wired-type determined by the

left-most and right-most vertices of Ci in ∂nR∩ ([[x0 + 1, y0 − 1]]× {l}) (n.b. these may
be singletons);

3. Let {Li1 , ..., Li`} be those which are maximal, i.e., there does not exist j and k such that
Lij ⊂ Lk.

The set of disconnecting intervals {Li1 , . . . , Li`} partitions [[x0 + 1, y0 − 1]] into disjoint
disconnecting intervals of free-wired-type with the property that W (R ∩ (Lij × [[0, l]])) ≤
1
3W (R) for every j ∈ {1, . . . , `}. We can then use Lemma 6.1 to merge adjacent disconnecting
intervals until we obtain a candidate disconnecting interval [[c, d]] ⊂ [[x0, y0]] (of free-type),
having width W (R∩ ([[c, d]]× [[0, l]]) ∈ [ 1

3W (R), 2
3W (R)].

Now that we have found a candidate disconnecting interval [[c, d]] satisfying (6), we modify
it to obtain a disconnecting interval [[c?, d?]] with the property that both (c?, l), (d?, l) are
distance at least m from ∂‖R.

If (c, l) is at distance at least m from ∂‖R, set c? = c, and similarly if (d, l) is at distance
at least m from ∂‖R, then set d? = d. Otherwise, suppose (c, l) is at distance less than m
from ∂wRi for some constituent rectangular subset Ri = [[ai, bi]] × [[0, l]] of R. Since R is
compatible with ξ, the interval Ic = [[bi−1−m, ai +m]] is a disconnecting interval, and we set

c? =
{

ai +m, if Ic is of wired-type, or i = 1, or W (Ri) = 2m;
ai +m+ 1 , if Ic is only of free-type, and W (Ri) > 2m; .

When (c, l) is at distance less than m from ∂eRi for some i, then we simply set c? = bi −m.
Symmetrically, if (d, l) is at distance less than m from ∂eRi for Ri = [[ai, bi]] × [[0, l]], let
Id = [[bi −m, ai+1 +m]]

d? =
{

bi −m, if Id is of wired-type, or i = N(R), or W (Ri) = 2m;
bi −m− 1 , if Id is only of free-type, and W (Ri) > 2m.

When (d, l) is at distance less than m from ∂wRi, let d? = ai +m. Since W (Ri) ≥ 2m for
every i, the points (c, l), (d, l) cannot be both less than m away from ∂eRi and less than m
away from ∂wRi.

One can check via a case analysis, exploiting the compatibility of R with ξ and using
Lemma 6.2, that in all of these cases the interval [[c?, d?]] is a disconnecting interval; we defer
these details to the full manuscript [3]. The fact that (c?, l), (d?, l) ∈ ∂nR are a distance at
least m away from ∂‖R follows directly from the construction. Finally, we claim that in all
such situations, [[c?, d?]] satisfies

1
4W (R) ≤W (R∩ ([[c?, d?]]× [[0, l]])) ≤ 3

4W (R) .

This follows from the facts that W (R) ≥ 100m, |c− c?| ≤ m and |d− d?| ≤ m. J
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Aint

Qw Qe

(a)

Aint

(b)

Figure 4 (a) The block Rint with its subsets Aint, Qw and Qe. (b) The block Rint with the
dual-paths (dotted) of a configuration in Γ allowing coupling inside Aint.

We proceed with the proof of Lemma 4.7, where we establish a lower bound for the
spectral gap of the block dynamics in the group of rectangles R with blocks Rint and Rext
as defined in Section 4.1.

Proof of Lemma 4.7. We consider the p < pc(q) case; the case of p > pc(q) follows from a
similar (dual) argument which we defer to the full manuscript [3]. Let {Xt}, {Yt} be two
instances of the block dynamics on R with boundary condition ζ = (ξ, ωRc) started from
initial configurations X0, Y0. It suffices to construct a coupling P of the steps of {Xt}, {Yt}
such that minX0,Y0 P(X2 = Y2) = Ω(1); see [24].

With probability 1/4 the first block to be updated is Rint and the second is Rext. Suppose
this is the case and let us consider the update on Rint. Let θω be the boundary condition on
∂Rint induced by ζ and the restriction of a configuration ω to E(R) \E(Rint), and let πθω

be the FK distribution on Rint with boundary conditions θω. As X1(Rint), Y1(Rint) have
laws πθX0 , πθY0 , respectively, a coupling for πθX0 and πθY0 yields a coupling for X1 and Y1.

We describe next such a coupling for πθX0 and πθY0 . Let Qw, Qe ⊂ Rint be the two
rectangles of width m that contain all the vertices in Rint \Aint; i.e., Qw ∪Aint ∪Qe = Rint,
Qw ∩ Aint = ∅ and Qe ∩ Aint = ∅ (see Figure 4(a)). Let ∂E(Qw) be the set of edges with
one endpoint in Qw and the other in Aint, and similarly define ∂E(Qe). Let Γw be the set
of configurations in Rint that have a dual-path in E(Qw) ∪ ∂E(Qw) connecting the top-most
edge in ∂E(Qw) to an edge in ∂sQw, and similarly define Γe as the set of configurations in
Rint that have a dual-path in E(Qe) ∪ ∂E(Qe) from the top-most edge in ∂E(Qe) to an
edge in ∂sQe. (A dual-path is an open path in the dual configuration.) Let Γ = Γe ∩ Γw;
see Figure 4(b). Let θ1 be the boundary condition on ∂Rint induced by ζ and the wired
configuration on E(R) \ E(Rint). The following lemma supplies the desired coupling.

I Lemma 6.3. Let q > 1 and p < pc(q). There exists a coupling P1 of the distributions πθX0 ,
πθY0 , πθ1 such that if (ωθX , ωθY , ωθ1) is sampled from P1, the following hold:
1. P1(ωθX (Aint) = ωθY (Aint) | ωθ1 ∈ Γ) = 1;
2. There exists a constant ρ = ρ(p, q) > 0 such that P1(ωθ1 ∈ Γ) ≥ ρ.

If we use the coupling P1 from Lemma 6.3 to couple the first step of the chains, then X1
and Y1 will agree on E(Aint) with probability at least ρ > 0. If this occurs, then we can
couple the update on Rext in the second step so that X2 = Y2 with probability one. This
is because X1(E(Aint)) = Y1(E(Aint)) implies X1(E(R) \E(Rext)) = Y1(E(R) \E(Rext)),
and thus the boundary conditions induced by the two instances of the chain on Rext are
identical. As a consequence, we obtain that for any X0, Y0, P(X2 = Y2) ≥ ρ/4, which
concludes the proof for p < pc(q). J

We conclude this section with the proof of Lemma 6.3.
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Proof of Lemma 6.3. Let L = ∂wQw ∪ ∂nQw ∪ ∂eQe ∪ ∂nQe. For a configuration ω on Rint
let F (ω) := Rint \

⋃
v∈L C(v, ω), where C(v, ω) is the vertex set of the connected component

of v in ω, ignoring the boundary connections. Note that ω ∈ Γ if and only if the vertices in
the boundary components of L, i.e.,

⋃
v∈L C(v, ω), are confined to Qw ∪Qe, in which case

Aint ⊆ F (ω).
Clearly, πθ1 � πθX and πθ1 � πθY and thus there exist monotone couplings PX (resp.,

PY ) for πθX and πθ1 (resp., πθY and πθ1). The coupling P1 is defined as follows. First
sample (ωθX , ωθ1) from PX and ωθY from PY ( · | ωθ1 ). If Aint ⊆ F (ωθ1), then re-sample
the configuration on E(F (ωθ1)) in ωθ1 and update ωθX (F (ωθ1)) and ωθY (F (ωθ1)) such that
ωθ1(F (ωθ1)) = ωθX (F (ωθ1)) = ωθY (F (ωθ1)).

To deduce part 1, it now suffices to show that if Aint ⊆ F (ωθ1) the three boundary
conditions η1, ηX , ηY induced on ∂F (ωθ1) by the configurations of ωθX , ωθY , ωθ1 on
E(Rint) \ E(F (ωθ1)), respectively, and the corresponding boundary conditions θX , θY , θ1
are identical; if this is the case part 1 follows from the domain Markov property (see [21]).

First observe that the boundary condition on ∂sAint is always free by assumption. Also
from the definition of F (ωθ1) every edge of E(Rint) \ E(F (ωθ1)) incident to ∂F (ωθ1) is
closed in ωθ1 , so by the monotonicity of the coupling, the same holds for ωθX and ωθY . The
remaining portion of ∂F (ωθ1) is precisely the set of vertices (∂Aint ∩ ∂R) \ ∂sR. In order for
the boundary conditions η1, ηx, ηY to differ on this set, there must be at least two distinct
boundary components in ζ = (ξ, ωRc) between (∂Aint ∩ ∂R) \ ∂sR and [[c?, d?]]c × {l}; this
cannot happen because [[c?, d?]] is disconnecting.

Part 2 of the lemma is a straightforward consequence of the EDC property of the random-
cluster model at p < pc(q); see (2). Namely, since the width of Qw is m = C? log l, (2) implies
that when C? is large enough there is a constant ρw(p, q) > 0 such that πθ1(Γcw) ≤ π1

∆(L ∆←→
∂wAint) ≤ 1− ρw, where ∆ is the subgraph induced by the edges in E(Rint) \ E(Aint). A
matching bound holds for Γce. Since Γe, Γw are both decreasing events, by the FKG inequality
(see [21]), πθ1(Γ) ≥ ρwρe =: ρ, concluding the proof. J
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